A01J
MANUFACTURE OF DAIRY PRODUCTS (preservation, pasteurisation, sterilisation of milk products A23; for chemical matters, see subclass A23C)

A01J 1/00
Devices or accessories for milking by hand (milking stools A47C 9/04)

Definition statement
This place covers:
Example from US2077202:

References
Limiting references
This place does not cover:

| Milking stool | A47C 9/04 |

A01J 3/00
Milking with catheters

Definition statement
This place covers:
Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
Example from WO2013057406:

**A01J 5/00**

Milking machines or devices (**A01J 1/00, A01J 3/00** take precedence)

**Definition statement**

*This place covers:*

This main group includes milking robots and monitoring devices

Example from EP2470003:
References

Limiting references

This place does not cover:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devices or accessories for milking by hand</td>
<td>A01J 1/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milking with catheters</td>
<td>A01J 3/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning milking installations and teats; in sub-groups of</td>
<td>A01J 7/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk tanks; in sub-groups of</td>
<td>A01J 9/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milking stations; in sub-groups of</td>
<td>A01K 1/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A01J 7/00

Accessories for milking machines or devices

Definition statement

This place covers:

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group.

Example from US2233852:

![Diagram of milking accessories](image)

References

Limiting references

This place does not cover:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk tanks; in sub-groups of</td>
<td>A01J 9/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning stalls; in sub-groups of</td>
<td>A01K 1/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A01J 9/00
Milk receptacles (containers in general B65D; devices for tilting and emptying of containers B65G 65/23)

Definition statement
This place covers:
Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group

Example from WO0127578:

References
Limiting references
This place does not cover:

| Devices for tilting and emptying of containers B65G 65/23 |

Informative references
Attention is drawn to the following places, which may be of interest for search:

| Containers in general B65D |

A01J 11/00
Apparatus for treating milk (preserving or sterilising A23C)

Definition statement
This place covers:
This main group is limited to apparatuses therefor

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
Example from DE19807294:

References

**Limiting references**

This place does not cover:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preserving or sterilising</th>
<th>A23C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treating milk; in sub-groups of</td>
<td>A23C 1/00, A23C 3/00, A23C 9/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A01J 13/00**

Tanks for treating cream

**Definition statement**

This place covers:

This main group is limited to the apparatuses

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
Example from FR2092989:

References

Limiting references

This place does not cover:

| Cream preparation; in sub-groups of A23C 13/00 |

A01J 15/00

Manufacturing butter

Definition statement

This place covers:

This main group is limited to apparatuses therefor

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
Example from DE272879C:

References

Limiting references

This place does not cover:

| Butter preparation; in the sub-groups of A23C 15/00 |

A01J 17/00

Kneading machines for butter, or the like (mixing or kneading machines for the preparation of dough A21C 1/00)

Definition statement

This place covers:

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
Example from GB1495533:

References

Limiting references

This place does not cover:

| Mixing or kneading machines for the preparation of dough; in the sub-groups of | A21C 1/00 |

A01J 19/00

Hand devices for forming slabs of butter, or the like

Definition statement

This place covers:

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
Example from GB293973:

A01J 21/00
Machines for forming slabs of butter, or the like

Definition statement

This place covers:
Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group.

Example from US2678493:
A01J 23/00
Devices for dividing bulk butter, or the like

Definition statement

This place covers:

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group

Example from GB512912:

A01J 25/00
Cheese-making (coating the cheese A01J 27/02)

Definition statement

This place covers:

This main group is limited to the apparatuses therefor

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
References

Limiting references

This place does not cover:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coating the cheese</th>
<th>A01J 27/02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese preparation; in sub-groups of</td>
<td>A23C 19/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A01J 27/00

After-treatment of cheese; Coating the cheese

Definition statement

This place covers:

Illustrative example of subject matter classified in this group
Example from NL6508521: